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Chapter Six: Generalities and Particulars

Refutation of Others’ Systems
Debate One

B-F…C-P-_‰, ≠…-^…P-P-q‰-{C-U-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, q‰-{C-U-^…P-R_-M`, ≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc
, U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, ≠…-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-l…-q‰-{C-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P. NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, mÈN-l…-q‰-{C-^ÈN
-R_-M`, T“U-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P, mÈN-N
EÈc-RÈ-NE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`-mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-NEÈc-RÈ-^E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-CI…c-R-U-u⁄
T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-TNC-CF…C-]{‰`-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-TNC-I…N-CF…C-^…P-R-CE-Z…C ,NEÈc-RÈNE-M-NN-lE-^…P, NEÈc-RÈ-U‰N-P-mÈN-U‰N-NCÈc-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-TNC-I…NCF…C-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-_E-TZ…P-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-M-N
N-^…P-R_-M`, C\“Cc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ-U‰N-P-mÈN-U‰N-NCÈc-R_-M`, N
EÈc-RÈ-U‰N-P-CE-xP-xP-^…P-NCÈc-R]Ã-p…_, CÈE-C…-åCc-Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-NEÈc-RÈ-^
E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R_-M`, VP-NP-n…-@-T-N‰-^E-N‰-^…P, b÷C-R]Ã-@-T-N‰-^E-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈ
N-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, a‰c-q]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, a‰c-q]Ã-q‰-{C^…
P-R_-M`, mÈN-a‰c-q-^…P, mÈN-a‰c-q-NE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`, mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-a‰c-q-^E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-Uu⁄T-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says: If it is a generality there is a pervasion that it isn’t a particular.

Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it follows it isn’t a particular – because it is a
generality. You accept that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject functioning
phenomenon – it follows it is a generality – because it’s particular exists. If ‘reason not
established’: Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it follows it’s particular exists –
because vase is it. If ‘reason not established’: Take the subject vase – it follows it is a particular
of functioning phenomenon – because it is a functioning phenomenon, it is related to
functioning phenomenon by way of being of one essence and there exist various common
1

bases between functioning phenomenon and not being vase. If ‘second reason not
established’: Take the subject vase – it follows it is related to functioning phenomenon by way
of being of one self – because it is of one essence with functioning phenomenon as well as it is
different from functioning phenomenon and if functioning phenomenon doesn’t exist it can’t
exist. If ‘first reason not established’: Take the subject vase – it follows it is of one essence with
functioning phenomenon – because it is of one nature with functioning phenomenon. . If ‘second
reason not established’: Take the subject vase – it follows it is different from functioning
phenomenon – because it is form. If ‘third reason not established’: Take the subject vase – it
follows if functioning phenomenon doesn’t exist that it can’t exist – because if functioning
phenomenon doesn’t exist than anything is possible. If ‘upper third reason not established’:
Take the subject vase – it follows there exist various common bases between functioning
phenomenon and not being vase – because the pillar made from sandalwood and the pillar made
from. …wood are both it. If root is accepted: Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it
follows it is a particular - because it is a particular of objects of knowledge. . If ‘reason not
established’: Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it follows it is a particular of objects of
knowledge – because it is an object of knowledge, it is related to objects of knowledge by way
of being of one self and there exists various common bases between objects of knowledge and
not being it.

Debate Two

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, UWÍP-q-GÈc-FP, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M
`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, UWÍP-q-GÈc-FP, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-mÈN-l…-q‰{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, UWÍP-q]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-UWÍP-q-^…P, mÈN-UWÍP-q-NE-TNCCF…C-Lfi-]{‰`, mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-UWÍP-q-^E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-GÈcFP, mÈN-UWÍP-q]Ã-q‰-{C-U-^…P-R_-M`, UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
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In case someone says: If it is the generality of functioning phenomenon there is a pervasion
that it is the generality of able to perform a function.

Take the subject definiendum – it follows that it is the generality of able to perform a function –
because it is the generality of functioning phenomenon. You accept that pervasion. If ‘reason
not established’: Take the subject definiendum – it follows it is the generality of functioning
phenomenon – because functioning phenomenon is it’s particular. If ‘reason not established’.
Take the subject functioning phenomenon – it follows it is a particular of definiendum – because
it is a definiendum, it is related to definiendum by way of being of one essence and there exist
various common bases between definiendum and not being functioning phenomenon. If root is
accepted: Take the subject able to perform a function – it follows it isn’t a particular of
definiendum – because it is a definition because: it is the definition of functioning phenomenon.

Debate Three

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-P, U…-åC-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, U…-åC-R-NE-M-NN-GÈc-FP, U…-åC-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M
`, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, U…-åC-R-NE-M-NN-GÈc-FP, mÈN-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈmÈN-l…-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, U…-åC-R-NE-M-NN-GÈc-FP, U…-åC-R]Ã-≠…-U-^…P-R_-M`, U…-åC-R-mÈN-l…-q‰
-{C-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, U…-åC-R-GÈc-FP, U…-åC-R-NE- ,M-NN-n…-q‰-{C-U-^…P-R_-M`, U…-åC-R-NE-M-NN-U-^…
P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, U…-åC-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-mÈN-NE-M-NN-U-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-CE-\C-C…-TNC-U‰N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says: If it is the generality of functioning phenomenon there is a pervasion
that it the generality of impermanence.

Take the subject different from impermanent – it follows it is the generality of impermanent –
because it is the generality of functioning phenomenon. You accept that pervasion. If ‘reason
not established’. Take the subject different from impermanent – it follows it is the generality of
functioning phenomenon – because functioning phenomenon is its particular. If root is accepted.
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Take the subject different from impermanent – it follows it isn’t the generality of impermanent –
because impermanent isn’t its particular. If ‘reason not established’. Take the subject
impermanence – it follows it isn’t the particular of different from impermanence – because it
isn’t different from impermanence. If ‘reason not established’. Take the subject impermanence –
it follows it isn’t different from itself – because it is selflessness of person.

Debate Four

B-F…C-P-_‰, ≠…]Ã-≠…-^E-^…P, q‰-{C-C…-q‰-{C-lE-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-U‰N-\‰_-P, N‰-^ÈN-R_-M`, åC-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ãp…_, U-u⁄T-P, åC-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-≠…]Ã-≠…-^E-^…P, q‰-{C-C…-q‰-{C-lE-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-≠…]Ã-≠…
-^…P-R-CE-Z…C-q‰-{C-C…-q‰-{C ^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, åC-R-GÈc-FP, mÈN-≠…]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M`, ≠…-mÈN-l…q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-CI…c-R-U-u⁄T-P, åC-R-GÈc-FP, q‰-{C-C…-q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-q‰-{C-^…P-mÈN-q‰-{CNE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`-mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-q‰-{C-lE-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says: There is no common locus between the generality of generality and
the particular of particular.

It follows that exists – because permanent is it. If ‘reason not established’. Take the subject
permanent – it follows it is common locus between generality of generality and particular of
particular – because it is a generality of generality as well as particular of particular. If ‘first
reason not established’. Take the subject permanent – it follows it is a generality of generality –
because generality is its particular. If ‘second reason not established’. Take the subject
permanent – it follows it is a particular of particular – because it is a particular; it is related to
particular by way of being of one essence and there exist various common bases between
particular and not being permanent.
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Debate Five

B-F…C ,åC-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-P, åC-R]Ã-q‰-{C-U-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, ≠…-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, åC-R-mÈN-l…q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, åC-R-≠…-^…P, åC-R-≠…-NE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`, åC-R-U-^…P-Z…E-≠…-^E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-U
M—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, ≠…-GÈc-FP, åC-R]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-åC-R-^…P, mÈN-åC-R-NE-TNCCF…C-Lfi-]{‰`, mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-åC-R-^E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says: If it is a generality of permanent there is a pervasion that it isn’t a
particular of permanent.

Take the subject generality – It follows it is that (B) – because it is that (A). It follows it is that
(A) – because permanent is its particular. It follows it is that – because permanent is a generality;
permanent is related to generality by way of being of one essence and generality has various
commons bases with not being permanent. If root is accepted. Take the subject generality – it
follows it is a particular of permanent – because it is permanent; it is related to permanent by
way of being of one essence and there exist various common bases between permanent and not
being a generality.

Debate Six

B-F…C ,NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-U-^…P-Rc-U-mT-\‰_-P, U…-]MN-N‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-NE-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-CI…
c-@-^…P-R-U‰N-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, N‰_-nŸ_-R]Ã-åC-R-^E-U‰N, N‰_-nŸ_-T]Ã-U…-åC-R-^E-U‰N-R]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-N‰_-M`,
åC-R-^…P-P-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-U-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, åC-R-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_, CE-C…-åCc-C
I…c-R-u⁄T-§‰, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…_-nŸ_-R]Ã-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-P. CE-xP-xP-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says: If it is a generality of functioning phenomenon there is no pervasion
that it isn’t a particular of functioning phenomenon.
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That isn’t correct because: There is nothing that is both a generality of functioning phenomenon
and a particular of functioning phenomenon. It follows it is like that – because there is no
permanent becomes that as well as there is no impermanent that becomes that. The first follows –
because if it is permanent there is a pervasion that it isn’t a particular of functioning phenomenon
because: if it is permanent there is a pervasion that it isn’t functioning phenomenon. There
previous second reason is established because: if it is a functioning phenomenon becoming a
generality of functioning phenomenon there is a pervasion that anything could be possible.

Debate Seven

_E-_‰c-NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-U-^…P-Rc-mT-qc-R-`, B-F…C-P-_‰, ±-U…-åC-R-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_-\‰_-PåCc-U-u⁄T-RÈ, ]NÈN-U…-Q÷c-K‰, ±-U…-åC-R-NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, , NEÈc-RÈ-±-U…-åC-R]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_
-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-±-U…-åC-R-^…P, NEÈc-RÈ-±-U…-åC-R-NE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-Z…E-±-U…-åC-R-^E-^…P-R]ÃCZ…-UM—P-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-p…-U-N‰_-M`, a‰c-q-^E-N‰-^…P,
åC-R-N‰-^E-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, TNC-U‰N-^…P-P, ±-U…-åC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says with regards to ‘ if it is functioning phenomenon there is a pervasion
that it isn’t a generality of functioning phenomenon’: Take the subject sound is
impermanent– it follows it isn’t that (B)– because it is that (A).

Reason not established: Not suitable to accept because: sound is impermanent is a generality of
functioning phenomenon because: functioning phenomenon is a particular of sound is
impermanent. It follows it is that – because functioning phenomenon is sound is impermanent;
functioning phenomenon is related to sound is impermanent by way of being of one nature and
there exist various common bases between sound is impermanent and not being functioning
phenomenon. It follows the last reason is established - because objects of knowledge is that and
permanent is that also. It follows it is like that – because if it is selfless there is a pervasion that
sound is impermanent.
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Debate Eight

B-F…C-P-_‰, ÉÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-î‡_-nŸ_-R]Ã-WN-U-NE-TFN-Ta‰c-CI…
c-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`,
N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, mÈN-ÉÈ-^…P, mÈN-ÉÈ-NE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`-mÈN-U-^…P-Z…E-, ÉÈ-^
E-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-NE-CI…c-R-Ü, Cc“U-R-U-u⁄T-P, N‰-]x-T]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R_M`. éU-Um‰P-N‰-^E-N‰-^…P, WN-U-N‰-^E-N‰-^…P, N‰-CI…c-SP-W”P-M-NN-Oÿ-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N
EÈc-RÈ]Ã-q‰-{C-U-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-TNC-CF…C-Lfi-]{‰`-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc
-RÈ]Ã-î‡-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, åCc-Ü,
In case someone says: If it is a particular of awareness there is a pervasion that it is a
particular of functioning phenomenon.

Take the subject valid cogniser and subsequent cogniser that become a cause of functioning
phenomenon – it follows it is that (B) – because it is that (A). You accept that pervasion. If
‘reason not established’: Take that subject – it follows it is that – because it is awareness, it is
related to awareness by being of one essence and there exist various common bases between
awareness and not being it. First and second are easy. If the third isn’t established: It follows
there exist various common bases - because omniscient mind is that and valid cogniser is that as
well and both are mutually different. If root is accepted. Take that subject – it follows it isn’t a
particular of functioning phenomenon – because it isn’t related to functioning phenomenon by
way of being of one essence. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject – it follows it is that –
because it is a cause of functioning phenomenon. The reason is easy.
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One’s Own System: Definitions and Divisions

CI…c-R-_E-`“Cc-`, ≠…]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, _E-C…-Cc`-T-`-ä‰c-c“-]uÈ-T]Ã-GÈc-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ≠…-`-±c-TäÈN-_…Cc-l…-°È-P
c-Nq‰-P-Cc“U-^ÈN-N‰, _…Cc-≠…, NÈP-≠…, WÍCc-≠…-NE-Cc“U-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
_…Cc-≠…]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, _E-C…-_…Cc-FP-Oÿ-U-`-ä‰c-c“-]uÈ-T]Ã-GÈc-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, a‰c-q-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ãp…_, T“U-R]Ã-NÈP-≠…]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, T“U-]XÀP-åÈCc-R-`-T“U-R-U-^…P-TZ…P-Oÿ-T“U-R-õ-T“_-¶E-T]Ã-±È-TKCc-l…-G-N‰-N‰-^…P-R
]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, T“U-]XÀP-åÈC-R-ˇN-F…C-U-CI…c-R-`-T“U-R-ˇN-F…C-CI…c-R-U-^…P-R-`c-`ÈC-R_-¶E-T-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ãp…_, WÍCc-≠…]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, _E-C…-G-ac-Oÿ-U-]Oÿc-R]Ã-C\“Cc-_Cc-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, T“U-R-NE-@T-õ-T“-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, WÍCc-≠…-NE-, _…Cc-≠…]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-^ÈN-N‰, T“U-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, WÍCc-≠…-U-^…P-R-NE-, _…Cc-≠…]Ã-CZ…
-UM—P-^ÈN-^ÈN-N‰, a‰c-q-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, _…Cc-≠…-U-^…P-R-NE-, WÍCc-≠…]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-^ÈN-N‰, @-T“U-CI…c-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, _…C
c-≠…-U-^…P-R-NE-, WÍCc-≠…-U-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-^ÈN-N‰, åC-NEÈc-CI…c-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
q‰-{C-C…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, mT-q‰N-Oÿ-]H“C-R]Ã-_E-C…-_…Cc-^ÈN-R-FP-n…c-GÈc-N‰, _E-I…N-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…
_,
The definition of generality exists because a phenomenon that is in tune with its manifestations
is it.

Generality has a threefold nominal division because there are generality of type, meaning
generality and generality of accumulation.

1. The definition of generality of type exists because a phenomenon that is in tune with
various instances belonging to its type is it. An example exists because object of
knowledge is it.

2. The definition of meaning generality of vase exists because conceptual elaboration that,
while not being vase, appears to the conception apprehending vase as vase is it. An
example exists because that appearing as the reversal of not being the second moment of
vase to the second moment of a conceptual thought apprehending vase is it.

3. The definition of generality of accumulation exists because coarse form containing its
various parts is it. Examples exist because vase and pillar are it.

There exists a common locus between generality of accumulation and generality of type because
vase is it. A common locus between not being generality of accumulation and generality of type
exists because objects of knowledge is it. A common locus between not being generality of type
and generality of accumulation exists because vase and pillar are it. A common locus between
not being generality of type and not being generality of accumulation exists because permanent/
impermanent is it.

The definition of particular exists because a phenomenon that is engaged by a pervader of its
type is it.

Eliminating Objections
Objection One

-BÈ-P-_‰, @-T“U-CI…c-GÈc-FP, ≠…-^…P-R_-M`, WÍCc-≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-P-U-mT, åCc-u⁄T-§‰, çfl`-íc-TîN-]Oÿc-l…-CÈ
E-T“-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, ≠…-U-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-l…-q‰-{C-U‰N-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, mÈ
N-^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-a‰c-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says: Take the subject pillar and vase – it follows it is a generality – because it
is a generality of accumulation. No Pervasion. Reason is established because: It is an
aggregation containing the eight atomic substances.. If accepted: Take that subject – it follows it
isn’t a generality – because its particular doesn’t exist. If reason not established: Take that
subject – it follows it is like that - because it is an object of knowledge without a possible is.

Objection Two

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, a‰c-q-N‰-≠…-U-^…P-R_-M`, N‰-a‰c-q-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-P-U-mT, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-a‰c-q-^…P-R]Ã-≠…U-^…P-R_-M`, a‰c-q-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-U‰N-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰_-M`, a‰c-q]Ã-≠…-U‰N-R-CE-Z…C ,a‰c-q-NE-, a‰c-q-^…

P-R-CI…c-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CÈE-Oÿ-]NÈN-P, a‰c-q-GÈc-FP, ≠…-^…P-R_-M`, _E-C…-Cc`-T-`-ä‰c-c“-]uÈ-T]Ã-GÈ
c-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, _E-C…-_…Cc-FP-Oÿ-U-`-ä‰c-c“-]uÈ-T]Ã-GÈc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈ
c-FP, N‰_-M`, _E-C…-_…Cc-FP-Oÿ-U-`-ä‰c-c“-]uÈ-T]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-NEÈc-MUc-FN-mÈN-l…
-_…Cc-c“-CKÈCc-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says further: It follows that object of knowledge isn’t a generality – because it
isn’t a generality of being object of knowledge. No Pervasion. If Reason not established: It
follows it isn’t a generality of being object of knowledge – because there is not generality of
being object of knowledge. If Reason not established: It follows it is like that – because there is
no generality of object of knowledge as well as object of knowledge and being object of
knowledge are synonymous. If the above is accepted: Take the subject object of knowledge – it
follows it is a generality – because it is a phenomenon that is in tune with its manifestations. If
Reason not established: Take that subject – it follows it is that – because it is a phenomenon
that is in tune with various instances belonging to its type. If Reason not established: Take that
subject – it follows it is that – because it is in tune with various instances belonging to its type. If
Reason not established: Take that subject – it follows it is that – because all permanent and
impermanent come under its type.

Objection Three

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, a‰c-q-U-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M`, U-^…P-R-a‰c-q]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-\‰_-P-U-mT, ]NÈN-P, a‰c-q-U^…P-R]Ã-≠…-U-^…P-R_-M`, a‰c-q-U-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-P-CE-xP-xP-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says further: It follows it is a generality not being object of knowledge –
because not being is a particular of object of knowledge. No Pervasion. If accepted: It follows
it isn’t generality not being object of knowledge – because if it is generality not being object of
knowledge anything is possible.

Objection Four

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, q‰-{C-U-^…P-R]Ã-q‰-{C-^ÈN-R_-M`, ≠…-U-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_-P-U-mT, åCc-u⁄T-§‰, a‰c-q-N‰-≠…-U^…PR]Ã-≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, a‰c-q-GÈc-FP, ≠…-U-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-R_-M`, ≠…-U-^…P-R-mÈN-l…-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_
,
In case someone says further: It follows that a particular of not being a particular exists –
because a generality of not being a generality exists. No Pervasion. Reason is established
because:

Object of knowledge is a generality of not being a generality. If reason not

established: Take the subject object of knowledge – it follows it is a generality of not being a
generality – because not being a generality is its particular.

Objection Five

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, a‰c-q-GÈc-FP, ≠…-U-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-U-^…P-R_-M`, ≠…-^…P-R]Ã-≠…-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-\‰_-P-U-mT, åCc-u⁄T-§‰, ≠…-^
…P-R-mÈN-l…-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says further: Take object of knowledge – it follows it isn’t a generality of not
being a generality – because it is a generality of being a generality. No pervasion. Reason is
established because: Being a generality is its particular.
Objection Six

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, åC-R-±-U…-åC-R]Ã-q‰-{C-U-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-±-U…-åC-R]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-\‰_-P-U-mT-§‰, åC-R±-U…-åC-R]Ã-q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, ±-U…-åC-R-_E-C…-Cc`-T-åC-R-`-ä‰c-c“-]uÈ-T]Ã-GÈc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-C
c`-T-`-åC-R-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, N‰]Ã-Cc`-T-`-åC-NEÈc-CI…c-@-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
In case someone says further: It follows that permanent isn’t a particular of sound being
impermanent – because functioning phenomenon is a particular of functioning phenomenon. No
pervasion. It follows that permanent is a particular of sound being impermanent – because sound
being impermanent is a phenomenon that is in tune with its manifestation permanent. It follows it

is that – because permanent exists amongst its manifestations because: amongst its
manifestations exist both permanent and impermanent.

Objection Six

BÈ-P-_‰, ^ÈN-R-GÈc-FP, q‰-{C-^…P-R_-M`, mT-q‰N-Oÿ-]H“C-R]Ã-_E-C…-_…Cc-^ÈN-R-FP-n…-GÈc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`,
mT-q‰N-Oÿ-]H“C-R]Ã-^ÈN-R-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_-\‰_-P-U-mT-§‰, UWP-I…N-l…-\“_-Oÿ-_E-C…-_…Cc-^ÈN-R-Z‰c-©Èc-R-`-NCÈc-R^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, ? ,
In case someone says: Take the subject existent – it follows it is a particular – because it is a
phenomenon that is engaged by a pervader of its type. It follows it is like that – because a
pervader exists. No pervasion because: There is a purpose why it mentions in the definition ‘ of
its type’.

This is a translation I did for the Tara Institute debating class. I have tried to reflect the unique
Tibetan debate format in English.
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